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Leather zip tote 
£POA !

This classic shape is designed to 
c a r r y a l l t h e e v e r y d a y 
essentials in style. The strong, 
adjustable leather strap can be 
set to the perfect length. Has a 
secure zip pocket at the front 
for quick access to keys, mobile 
or purse, as well as an inside 
zip pocket. Dust bag included. 
Dimensions: 31cm wide x 28cm 
high x 13cm deep

Leather rucksack 
NEW! 
£POA !

Our new rucksack has a secure 
antique brass swivel lock and 
and expandable sides so itÊs 
easier to find things inside, and 
squeeze more in if needed! 
The leather straps are 
adjustable, and thereÊs a zip 
pocket inside to keep valuables 
safe. Dustbag included.  
Dimensions: 31cm wide x 32cm 
high x 13cm deep

* All prices shown are wholesale

CHILLILRUCKCHILLILZIPTOTE

TANLZIPTOTE TANLRUCK

LIMELZIPTOTE LIMELRUCK

PEWTERLRUCK
PEWTERLZIPTOTE

NAVYLZIPTOTE

NAVYLRUCK



* All prices shown are wholesale

Side zip bag 
£POA 

A handy bag that fits all the essentials inside.  
Has a back pocket for quick access to phone,  

keys or purse. Features a strong, bridle leather strap 
with buckle to allow adjustment in length. 

Lined in cotton print with interior patch pocket. 
Dustbag included. 

Dimensions: 28cm wide x 19cm high x 6.5cm deep

NAVYLSIDEZIP
CHILLILSIDEZIP

LIMELSIDEZIP TANLSIDEZIP

PEWTERLSIDEZIP

Premium collection - NEW! 
This special range has been designed and 
handcrafted from a beautifully rich and sturdy tan 
vegetable tanned leather. Dustbag included.

Passport/card holder 
£POA 

PRPASS !
Carries a passport in style, 
also space for two standard 
cards and a secret back 
pocket

Coin/card holder 
£POA 

PRCOIN !
Deep enough to carry lots of 
coins or cards and separates 
2 regularly used cards. Press 
stud fastening

4 card slim holder 
£POA 

PRCARD !
Slim card holder that can 
hold up to 8 cards/folded 
notes

Multicard/coin holder 
£POA 

PRMULTI !
Has a spacious 8 card slots 
with one large pocket and a 
secure metal zip pocket. 
Press stud fastening



CHILLILBP NAVYLBPTANLBP

Bird pouch 
£POA !

A versatile little pouch handy for money, 
cards, phone or small accessories like a 

camera. Has durable metal zip. Stamped 
with our bird logo and „velvetmutineer, 

handmade in london‰ !
Dimensions: 16cm wide x 12cm high 

Small coin purse 
£POA !

Great for coins and cards, the small coin 
purse has a card holder at the back to 

hold a card. It has a press stud flap 
closure. Stamped with our bird logo and 
„velvetmutineer, handmade in london‰ !

Dimensions: 12cm wide x 8cm high 

Large coin purse 
£POA !

Great for coins and cards, the large coin 
purse has a card holder at the back to 

hold a card. It has a press stud flap 
closure. Stamped with our bird logo and 
„velvetmutineer, handmade in london‰ !
Dimensions: 16cm wide x 8.5cm high 

NAVYLSMLCOINTANLSMLCOIN

TanLLRGCOIN

CHILLILSMLCOIN

ChilliLLRGCOIN

LIMELBP PEWTERLBP

LIMELSMLCOIN PEWTERLSMLCOIN

Leather card holder (set of 10) 
£POA 

Carry cards in style with this handcrafted card holder with 3 contrasting 
leather pockets, stamped with our handmade in London logo. Dustbag 

included.

NAVYLLRGCOINCHILLILLRGCOIN TANLLRGCOIN LIMELLRGCOIN PEWTERLLRGCOIN

CWL

* All prices shown are wholesale



Cosmetic pouch 
£POA !

A great little bag with 
a double layer of 

waterproof material, just 
 right for cosmetics 
 or travel toiletries. 
Easy to wipe clean 

inside and out. !
Dimensions: 19cm wide x 

13cm high x 6cm deep

CMP015 UBP015

SDP015 AWP015

* All prices shown are wholesale

Wash bag 
£POA !

A carry all for full size 
bottles of shampoo,  

shower gel, toothpaste, 
conditioner. Has a 

double layer of waterproof 
material and super 
easy to wipe clean 

inside and out. !
Dimensions:  30cm wide x  

19cm high x 7cm deep

MRP015

AWP016

CMP016 UBP016

MRP016SDP016

NEW! - MONO015

NEW! - MONO016

AWP016



Oilcloth zip tote 
£POA !

A fantastic everyday bag, 
with an outer layer of 

waterproof oilcloth material. 
The handy front zip pocket is 

great for making sure a 
purse, mobile or keys are 
close to hand, but tucked 

away securely. 
Easy to wipe clean. !

Dimensions: 31cm wide x 
28cm high x 13cm deep

Kids mini tote 
£POA 

A simple, unlined tote 
perfect for carrying lunch or  

just great for kids. 
Easy to wipe clean. !

Dimensions: 25cm wide x 
23cm high x 6cm deep

* All prices shown are wholesale

CMP009AWP009NEW! - MONO009 MRP009 SDP009

MRP018

AWP018

NEW! - MONO018

CMP018

SDP018



the designer !
I design for women who want to be effortlessly bold. 
Accessories combined with colour can change not only our 
look, but our attitude. velvet mutineer launched in 2007 with 
a range of accessories made from upholstery fabrics, oilcloth 
and velvets. It branched out into leather accessories in 2010. 
ItÊs important to us to keep our production in England. This 
supports local businesses, creates a skilled workforce and 
nurtures our local manufacturing infrastructures. 

the materials !
Our bags and accessories are available in a range of printed 
cotton with a PVC coating and leather.  We source our cow 
hides from New Zealand and Italy.  Each skin is already dyed 
and surface glazed. We choose each skin individually to 
minimise flaws in our products. All our cotton oilcloth is printed 
and coated in the UK. 
We love using colour in our products as itÊs an outward 
expression of personality, and can make us feel good. !

the process !
Each accessory begins as an idea for a solution. After making a 
sketch, this is then turned into 3D by cutting a paper pattern of 
the design. A prototype is then made from scrap fabric to finalise 
measurements. This may have to be tweaked to ensure it has the 
correct allowances. When the design is correct, each pattern 
piece is numbered and steel templates are made for each one, so 
they can be more easily and accurately cut out. Each product is 
made individually so every one will be slightly different to the 
next.


